Summary: Charge transport measurements reveal hole superconductivity in the electrondoped high-temperature superconductors 
INTRODUCTION
Superconductivity in the lamellar cuprates is achieved upon doping the quintessential CuO2 sheets of parent spin-1/2 antiferromagnetic (AF) insulators such as La2CuO4 and Nd2CuO4 with either holes 1 or electrons 2 . There has been a resurgence of interest in the electron-doped half of the phase diagram [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] , where AF correlations are known to be more prominent [10] [11] [12] . Hole carriers tend to occupy oxygen 2p orbitals, where they frustrate and quickly destroy long-range AF order, whereas electrons primarily enter copper 3d orbitals, where they gradually dilute the AF state 10 . In a recent development, normal-state transport measurements revealed Fermi-liquid (FL) properties in a wide temperature and doping range: (1) the sheet resistance follows a FL temperature-doping dependence in the pseudogap regime of the hole-doped cuprates [13] [14] and in the AF phase of the electrondoped cuprates 9 ; (2) the cotangent of the Hall angle is best understood in terms of a single FL scattering rate that is nearly independent of doping, compound, and charge-carrier type 9, 14 ; (3) the magnetoresistivity obeys Kohler scaling in the pseudogap regime of the hole-doped materials, with a FL scattering rate 15 ; (4) the optical scattering rate exhibits temperature-frequency scaling expected for a FL system 16 . These observations suggest that the transport properties of the cuprates may be understood by FL theory respecting the exact shape of the Fermi surface (FS).
Photoemission 8, [17] [18] [19] and quantum oscillation 6, 7, 20 experiments performed on the electrondoped cuprates indicate several distinct FS topologies, as summarized for NCCO in and equivalent) are observed. Although the AF correlations are short-ranged 12 and dynamic 21, 22 in this part of the phase diagram, manifestations of the two-band FS are found in most physical properties. The states (1) and (2) appear to be separated by a "mixed-phase" region, where short-range static AF order and a depressed SC volume fraction are observed, likely as a result of an underlying first-order phase transition in the presence of structural inhomogeneity -e.g., the Nd/Ce substitutional inhomogeneity in the case of Nd2-xCexCuO4+δ (NCCO) -observed by nuclear magnetic resonance and neutron scattering [23] [24] [25] [26] . Additional features of the FS evolution were revealed for a number of electron-doped cuprates, such as NCCO and Pr2-xCexCuO4+δ (PCCO) 6, [27] [28] [29] . For example, the Hall coefficient shows a sign change from negative to positive at intermediate doping 6, 30 and the Seebeck coefficient has a positive contribution for SC samples 29 . (3) Finally, at high doping, a state with a large hole Fermi surface is expected 17, 31 , as indeed observed in recent photoemission work 18, 19 . The demarcations between these phases depend on the specific compound and choice of annealing conditions. For example, in La2-xCexCuO4+δ (LCCO) films the boundary between the AF and SC phases has been reported to be as low as 0.07, yet the nature of the phase transition appears to be the same as in NCCO and PCCO 32 .
Dagan and Greene 28 previously studied the planar electrical resistivity (presumably dominated by electrons) and Hall angle (sensitive to both electrons and holes) for PCCO as a function of Ce concentration. They proposed hole superconductivity in the electrondoped cuprates based on the observation that, whereas the resistivity at temperatures much higher than superconducting transition temperature is insensitive to the emergence of superconductivity, the Hall angle can be used to identify the Ce concentration with the highest . Yet no direct, quantitative connection was established among the appearance of hole carriers, the normal-state properties, and the SC-state characteristics.
Here we combine new magneto-transport data for NCCO with published results to show that the normal-state properties and the emergence of superconductivity are clearly connected to the shape of Fermi surface and to provide clear evidence for hole-pocketdriven superconductivity in the electron-doped cuprates. Our focus is on the states (1) and (2) The observation of a distinct signature of the two-band Fermi surface in the MR mandates that other properties should be analyzed accordingly. In particular, the upper critical field ( ) and the superfluid density ( ), two characteristics of the SC ground state, may also exhibit two-band features 37, 38 . We estimate from our resistivity measurements upon fully suppressing superconductivity at low temperatures, with the magnetic field parallel to the crystalline c-axis (Fig. 2b ). As demonstrated in Fig. 4a , we observe a universal temperature dependence of the upper critical field for NCCO that is clearly inconsistent with the behavior of a single-band BCS superconductor. This universality implies that disorder effects (Nd/Ce and Cu/Ni substitution, differing oxygen reduction conditions) are not the main cause of the non-single-band temperature dependence of . Instead, we find that the data are rather well described by a two-band FS model, analogous to MgB2 and the iron-based superconductors 39, 40 . Based on measurements of the Nernst effect, it was argued that the resistive is lower than the "real" (Nernst) upper critical field 41 . We show in the Supplementary Information that estimated from the Nernst effect also cannot be described by a single-band BCS model, but that it can be consistently described by the two-band FS model.
Previous work for the electron-doped cuprates suggested that both electrons and holes contribute to the superfluid density ∝ / * , where is the normal-state carrier density and * is the effective mass 38 . The electron-doped cuprates feature a nonmonotonic SC gap function with nodes at the hole pockets, but not at the electron pockets 42 . The superfluid density for electrons therefore exhibits exponential temperature
, where , 0 and ∆ are the zerotemperature electron superfluid density and the SC gap at electron pockets, respectively.
For simplicity, the latter is assumed to be uniform, as it only changes moderately across electron pockets. is the temperature at which , becomes zero and does not necessarily equal . Because of existence of the gap node at the hole pockets, in the dirty limit, the superfluid density for holes exhibits a quadratic temperature dependence, , , 0 1 / , where , 0 is the zero-temperature hole superfluid density and is the temperature at which the hole superfluid density vanishes. The total superfluid density, , ,
, was found to give a good description of prior data 38 .
Representative superfluid density data, estimated from transverse-field muon spin rotation/relaxation measurements (µSR) for NCCO 0.17), are shown in Fig. 4b 29 . An approximate linear scaling between these two observables was also found for the electron-doped cuprates (see Fig. 4c ), yet the distinct scaling ratios observed for holeand electron-doped cuprates has remained unexplained 43 . Upon separating electron and hole contributions, we show in Fig. 4c evidence for a universal scaling between , 0
and for both electron-and hole-doped cuprates.
DISCUSSION
The present MR data together with prior Hall-angle results 28 demonstrate that the emergence of superconductivity can be readily identified via normal-state charge transport measurements at temperatures much higher than . This connection extends to other normal-state properties that are sensitive to the balance between hole and electron carrier density, e.g., Hall coefficient 6,30 , Seebeck coefficient 29 , optical conductivity 31 , and quantum oscillations 6, 20 . The evolution of the FS topology and the concomitant emergence of hole carriers, as captured by these normal-state charge transport measurements, is responsible for the appearance of a bulk superconducting phase. We note that connections between distinct electronic and structural characteristics and the emergence of superconductivity was reported already in early work [23] [24] [25] [26] . MR is a particularly sensitive probe of the emergence of superconductivity, as seen from our results for the mixed-phase region, in which transport properties are the result of a superposition of contributions from AF and SC (non-magnetic) phases. In this region, we find that the MR of NCCO closely tracks the non-magnetic volume fraction (comparable to at low temperature), whereas there has been no report of quantum oscillations, presumably because the typical non-magnetic cluster size is smaller than the characteristic length scale (on the order of the cyclotron radius) associated with the quantum oscillations 7 .
As shown in Fig. 4a , we observe a simple scaling of the reduced resistive upper critical field with T/Tc that is well described by a two-band (electron and hole) model. Given that the reduced resistive upper critical field for NCCO is largely independent of disorder type and amount, it is unlikely that the observed temperature dependence is dominated by disorder effects, but rather signifies a universal underlying characteristic of the doped CuO2 planes of the electron-doped cuprates. Raman scattering experiments 44,45 also reveal that the coherent normal-state hole quasiparticles contribute to the superfluid density. Moreover, the superfluid response obtained from penetration depth measurements points to dual electron and hole contributions 38, 46 . Upon separating the electron and hole contributions to the superfluid density (Fig. 4b) , we find the data in Fig.   4c are consistent with a universal scaling between ρs,h(0) and Tc for both electron-and hole-doped cuprates. This points to a single underlying hole-related mechanism of superconductivity in the cuprates regardless of nominal carrier type. For the electrondoped cuprates, once the considerable portion of hole pairs have condensed into the SC state, the electrons pairs begin to contribute as well (Fig. 4b) .
The carrier density of the CuO2 planes, and hence the Fermi surface of the electron-doped cuprates can be modified by two methods: (1) chemical substitution (nominally tetravalent Ce for tri-valent La, Nd, Pr, or Sm) and (2) a post-growth oxygen reduction process; both methods alter the disorder potential experienced by the CuO2 planes 2, 3, 8, [34] [35] [36] .
Our x = 0.17 NCCO MR data (Fig. 3c ) along with the prior x = 0.15 NCCO result 30 show that a correlation between Tc and the normal-state MR exists in both cases. Recently, superconductivity was achieved in Ce-free thin-film samples via a special reduction procedure 3 . Remarkably, both the Fermi surface revealed by quantum oscillation measurements (the existence of small hole pockets) and the MR (b2 ~ 1.6 x 10 -4 ) for Cefree thin-film samples of Pr2CuO4±δ are the same as that for the Ce-doped bulksuperconducting samples subjected to standard oxygen reduction 7 . These FS characteristics imply that these Ce-free SC thin-film samples are not undoped, but instead correspond to region (2) of the phase diagram (Fig. 1) . Moreover, as shown in Fig. 4c , the estimated hole superfluid density obeys the universal scaling established here, indicative of the same SC ground state irrespective of reduction conditions.
The infinite-layer cuprates Sr1−xLnxCuO2 (Ln = La, Nd, Pr, Sm) constitute a second family of electron-doped materials that differs structurally from the T′ family Ln2−xCexCuO4 (Ln = La, Nd, Pr, Sm, Eu and Gd). The exact symmetry of the superconducting wave function is under debate (Supplementary Information) and the possible emergence of superconductivity from electron Fermi pockets was reported 47, 48 .
In light of the fact that a hole contribution was deduced from the normal-state Hall constant of superconducting samples 49 , we also considered the superfluid density of the infinite-layer cuprates. One way to understand the superfluid density of Sr0.9La0.1CuO2 is to decompose it into s-wave and d-wave contributions 47 . Assuming that the s-wave contribution is due to electrons and the d-wave contribution due to holes, we show in Fig.   4c that the universal scaling seems to be obeyed as well.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Sample preparation
The NCCO samples were synthesized using the traveling-solvent floating-zone technique in 4 atm Ar/O2 atmosphere, and oriented by Laue diffraction within an angle of ± 2 degrees. Samples were reduced for 12 hours at 970°C in Ar flow and then treated for 20
hours at 500°C in oxygen flow. The onset superconducting transition temperature was determined from magnetization measurements using a Quantum Design, Inc., Magnetic
Property Measurement System (MPMS) and from resistivity measurements. The Ce concentration was measured with inductively-coupled plasma atomic emission spectroscopy and/or energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy. Approximately 1 mm of the surface of each crystal was removed to improve Ce homogeneity.
MR measurements and analysis
Single crystals of NCCO with 0.110 10 , 0.133 3 , 0.145 4 , 0.156 4 , 0.170 2
were measured using the four-contact method or in the Hall-bar configuration.
Measurements were performed with a Quantum Design, Inc., Physical Properties Measurement System (PPMS, up to 9 Tesla) and at National High Magnetic Field Laboratory (dc field up to 34. 
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Supplementary results and discussion 
Supplementary results and discussion The magnetic field at which the saturation effect appears ( ) can be estimated using the scattering rate . The scattering rate in the underdoped regime for the electron-doped cuprates was reported to be * / , where * is the effective mass, is the electron charge, is temperature, and is a constant 9 . For 0.10 NCCO, 0.014 0.001. Therefore, from 1 * * , we estimate 35 2.5 T.
Magnetoresistivity for H//a
The magnetoresistivity for H//a shows no apparent deviation from ∝ up to the highest measured magnetic field, and the values of for H//a are much smaller than those for H//c. In Fig. S1 , we compare the two and, show representative data for the angular dependence of the magnetoresistivity, as well as contour plots of and for H//a (similar to Fig. 3 in the main text) . The latter feature no discernible doping dependences. These results suggest the existence of a two-dimensional FS.
Estimation of magnetoresistivity
In Fig. S2 , we show similar results obtained using the two methods to analyze magnetoresistivity (see main text). The estimation of magnetoresistivity based on FS topology is described in the following.
The FS is calculated using tight-binding band structure based on the local density approximation 54, 55 .
The The parameters determined based on both resistive and Nernst upper critical fields show ≫ , and 0, indicative of hole-pocket-driven superconductivity.
Superfluid density
The fit of the superfluid density data for x = 0.17 NCCO (Fig. 4b) is based on the twoband model described in the main text and follows the following logic: (1) at high temperatures ( ~ ), the superfluid density is best described by the hole contribution ~ 1 / , and we can set ; (2) at low temperatures, both electron and hole contributions are required to fit the total superfluid density, and is determined by the fit. Our analysis gives 0.75 0.05 . We also attempted to fit the data with a fixed , which resulted in a much worse fit. The result is indicative of hole-pocket-driven superconductivity. We estimate that the average gap for electrons is 2∆ 5 1 meV and maximum gap is 2∆ 6.7 1.3 meV, consistent with Raman spectroscopy 44 .
The errorbar of , 0 / 0 0.25 0.03 comes from the result of the fit with the error for each datum is taken into consideration. In order to further demonstrate the robustness of the result, the error estimation is pushed to the extreme. A more conservative errorbar is obtained by intentionally fit ρs,h(0) minus its one standard deviation for all data points with T > Te and ρs,h(0) plus its one standard deviation for all data points with T < Te. This resulted in ρs,h(0)/ρs(0) 0.25 0.06.
Superconductivity was reported along with the observation of the small hole pockets in nominally undoped PCO films subjected to a special oxygen reduction process 3, 7, 8 . The hole-carrier density can be estimated from the oscillation frequency F. Using the values F = 290 T for NCCO 20 ( 25 K, 0.15) and F = 310 T for the specially reduced PCO films 7 ( 26 K ) and the corresponding effective masses from quantum oscillation 7 , we show in Fig. 4c that nominally undoped superconducting PCO obeys the universal scaling relationship between the hole superfluid density and . Here we assumed that all the normal-state hole carriers contribute to the superfluid density.
The infinite-layer cuprates Sr1−xLnxCuO2 (Ln = La, Nd, Pr, Sm) constitute a second family of electron-doped materials. The exact symmetry of their superconducting wave function is under debate. An s-wave contribution was reported 47, 48 , and it was also argued that the superconductivity is observed in a regime where only electron pockets exist 48 . Although photoemission measurements revealed intensity near the putative hole pocket positions, this was argued to be due to the tail of the broad quasiparticle spectral function rather than hole carriers. In ref. 46 , the superfluid density was analyzed and argued to be consistent with a decomposition into 85% s-wave and a 15% d-wave contributions. We note that is only one of the possible ways to understand the superfluid density. Similar to the T′ family Ln2−xCexCuO4 (Ln = La, Nd, Pr, Sm, Eu and Gd), the Hall constant 49 for the infinite-layer compounds indicates a hole contribution in the normal state of superconducting samples. In our analysis summarized in Fig. 4c , the electron contribution is described with an isotropic (s-wave) superconducting gap, and the hole contribution is described using a superconducting gap with a node (d-wave). If assume that the 85% swave and the 15% d-wave contributions to the superfluid density in Sr1−xLnxCuO2 are due to electrons and holes, respectively, we arrive at the relationship between hole superfluid density and shown in Fig. 4c . 
